International Hotel Management & Gastronomy School
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Welcome
IHMGS is the biggest European
institution in the field of gastronomy and tourism at the forefront
of educational excellence in the
post-university field. Our institution has 26,000 m2 of academic
campus, next to the Mediterranean Sea in Cullera, Valencia 00 Spain.
IHMGS in direct collaboration
with the University of Valencia
(Spain) has specific programs for
those students who do not know
the Spanish language and want to
live the European experience. Especially for students from the People’s Republic of China, a country
with which Spain has an excellent
commercial relationship.
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IHMGS is the biggest centre in Europe designed for the gastronomic
training and tourist management.

Every year “UPV” Polytechnic
University of Valencia welcomes
more than 50,000 students on its
university campus, is considered
one of the 50 best universities
of technical nature in the world
appearing prominently in the ranking of Shanghai.

About IHMGS.

We are also the entity that hosts
the largest number of foreign students in Spain. We help you to live
a unique educational experience
02 in Europe.
We are an educational extension
and a collaborating center of the
Polytechnic University of Valencia
( Declared Spain’s best politechnic
university ) and offer joint postgraduate studies programs with
the University.

About the university

Thanks to IHMGS, more and more
foreign students are studying at
the best Polytechnic University
of Spain. Of course, to access any
type of studies, the University requires that the student has sufficient knowledge of the Spanish
language.
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IHMGS PROGRAM
Living the European experience
has never been so easy, while you
study and learn with an official
Master of the UPV.
We include everything you need so
you do not worry about anything:
Accommodation in apartment
04 with all amenities, Transportation
voucher every month. Help and
advice for your VISA and medical
insurance included.
We also include training in the
official language school so you can
learn Spanish while you are living
this amazing experience.

Spanish certificate

UPV Master

+
Accommodation

Personal asistant

+
Travel pass

All this enjoying the best and
most modern facilities in one of
the most beatifull cities in Europe.
Visas

Medical insurance

+

IHMGS facilities
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VIENA
The capital of love, where the famous Eiffel Tower is located, which currently represents 0.01% of the income in the GDP
of France. Emblematic and beatifull, Paris
get tourists from all around the world that
come to get in love. Also headquarters of
EuroDisney are there.

Live the experience
PROGRAM OF STUDIES OF SPANISH
LANGUAGE + OFFICIAL MASTER’S
STUDIES OF THE POLYTECHNIC
UNIVERSITY OF VALENCIA
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First period
During 6 months, March, April,
May, June, July and August, the
student will carry out an intensive
Spanish language program at the
IHMGS facilities. And not only
that, from IHMGS we will make
numerous visits and departures
organized to different parts of the
Spanish geography.

ROME
This is the capital of Italy. An example of
the antic european archeology in its pure
state. With thousands of tourists over more
than 2,000 years. It maintains vestiges of
the golden age of the Roman Empire. It is
the so-called “Tourism of history” that you
will enjoy here.

You will learn our history, folklore
and traditions. Spanish hospitality will allow students to immerse
themselves in our culture to take
away a memory that will mark
their entire lives.

Optional IHGMS
Travel programs.
To put into practice all the knowledge acquired in our study program, let’s travel and get the european experience.

NETHERLANDS,AMSTERDAM
AND BRUSSELS

This visit to Amsterdam will help
us to know a city that lives every
day more in the face of tourism. Its
channels and bicycle lanes allow
a tourism called “non-invasive”.
In Brussels we will find the main
community institutions of the European Union that have currently
had an effect called for European
tourism.

GERMANY

Fortunately the Second World
War left intact many German heritage of the nineteenth century,
and it is precisely here where we
are going to influence our visit.
VIENA

It is called the Paris of the East.
Cultural tourism is imposed in
this European capital, which attracts millions of visitors a year,
and where classical music is number 1 among the cultural offer.

ROME
Venice is a peculiar city because it is located on the water, is one of the most beatifull and special cities arround the world.
Florence maintains that romantic and
good living air of the Italians.
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PORTUGAL
It is the most unknown country in Europe, and yet the one that best matches its
tourist resources. Portugal has managed to
generate sustainable tourism that does not
overcrowd its streets and where residents
and tourists live in harmony.
SEVILLA - CÓRDOBA - GRANADA
These three Spanish capitals are the three
jewels of Arab culture in Spain. A tourism
of religious and monumental type where
tradition, modernity and respect are mixed
cultures of antiquity.

MADRID - TOLEDO
Capitals of the Spanish empire 500 years
ago. Today they are a major tourist attraction in Europe. Cultural and historical tourism.
TERUEL - ALBARRACÍN - MORA DE
RUBIELOS - JAVALAMBRE
In these regions we will know the Tourism
of interior. It emphasizes especially its excellent gastronomy within a spectacular
natural environment.

LA RIOJA
In this region of northern Spain we will
know the culture of wine. A sector on the
rise in our economy. The vitiviniculture
gains adepts day by day in the Spanish tourist tradition.
PICOS DE EUROPA
Nature tourism in its purest state. Beautiful places in a mix between adventure turism and discovery.
IBIZA - TABARCA - MORELLA
Corners to discover with an obvious tourist
attraction. Amazing places with a natural
enviroment.
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Master “UPV”
Pre - Registration.

Upon completion of their Spanish
language training the student will
be prepared to pass the evaluations of the Official School of Languages, which will accredit their
level of knowledge of the Spanish
language.

In the middle of this period - May
/ June - The student will pre-register at the Polytechnic University in any MASTER program of
interest. We recommend that students can take these post-graduate studies in subjects related to
their university education.

Spanish language exam

04.3

Official masters.
During the following 10 months,
( September - to - June ) The student will study at the Polytechnic
University the MASTER in which
he has enrolled are face-to-face
and have knowledge assessments
to receive the final degree.

Masters UPV

https://www.upv.es/estudios/posgrado/masteres-por-ramas-en.html
Cultural Management
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUGC/info/masinformacioni.html

Food Science and Engineering
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUCIA/info/masinformacioni.html

Biomedical Engineering
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUIB/info/masinformacioni.html

Biomedical Biotechnology
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUBB/info/masinformacioni.html

Science, Technology and Innovation Studies
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUECTI/info/masinformacioni.html

10 There are more than 40 undergraduate studies to choose (university degrees) and more than 50
MASTER programs for students
who have already completed their
university studies in Europe or
abroad.
These are some of the MASTER
programs that have the highest
rate of students every year, and
that represent an official degree
from one of the best polytechnic
universities in the world.

Innovation Studies, Architecture, Urban Planning and Design
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUAAPUD/indexi.html

Health and Vegetable Production
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUPVEA/info/masinformacioni.html

Engineering in Production, Logistics and Supply
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUIAPLCS/info/masinformacioni.html

Plant Genetics and Breeding
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUMGV/indexi.html

Forest Engineering
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUIMO/info/masinformacioni.html

Enology
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUENO/info/masinformacioni.html

Aquaculture
https://www.upv.es/titulaciones/MUIMO/info/masinformacioni.html
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IHMGS installations has more
than 2.500 m2 of teaching spaces
(class room, meeting-rooms, auditoriums, banquet hall, kitchen
class-rooms).

IHMGS has been designed for
gastronomic training and tourism
management, our goal is to continue improving every day to offer
you the best, always surrounded
by the best professionals.
13

Accommodation
& facilities.
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Has over 20.000 square meters to
use as teaching and accommodation places. There is a Swimming
pool, also a fitness room, play games room, a library, and so many
other places to stay on your free
time.
There are 125 rooms, so you will
enjoy the accomodation during
your stay in a comfortable apartment sharing with other students.

Personal tutor &
Asistant

In our institution you will learn
with the best professionals on
each sector, our facilities has the
ultimate resources, spaces and
formation to stay always on the
vanguard.
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IHMGS installations has more
than 2.500 m2 of teaching spaces
(class room, meeting-rooms, auditoriums, banquet hall, kitchen
class-rooms).

IHMGS has been designed for
gastronomic training and tourism
management, our goal is to continue improving every day to offer
you the best, always surrounded
by the best professionals.
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Monthly city
travel pass
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Has over 20.000 square meters to
use as teaching and accommodation places. There is a Swimming
pool, also a fitness room, play games room, a library, and so many
other places to stay on your free
time.
There are 125 rooms, so you will
enjoy the accomodation during
your stay in a comfortable apartment sharing with other students.

Universal medical
insurance coverage

05.5
Visa

IHMGS has been designed for
gastronomic training and tourism
management, our goal is to continue improving every day to offer
you the best, always surrounded
by the best professionals.
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Program Resume
• SPANISH
CERTIFICATE
-6 months training program from
March to July
-Studiying at the official spanish
School of Languages
-Includes exam fees from the official language school
16

• UPV MASTER
REGISTRATION
-Master All include:UPV Master’s
registration, taxes, fees...
• ACCOMMODATION
-Shared housing with other students from the program.
-Wifi network included. Fully Furnished, bedding, heating, TV, etc.
-16 Months accomodation. From
March to June (Next year)

Contact
• MONTHLY
TRANSPORTATION
-To be able to move around the
city, we provide you a travel pass .
• PERSONAL GUARDIAN
& ASISTANT
-With individualized assistance
to the student during the stay in
Spain.
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Vicente Jesús Sanjuan Raimundo

• UNIVERSAL MEDICAL
INSURANCE COVERAGE
-Do not worry about anything, we
include insurance to cover your
needs.
• VISAS
-Processing of visas and documents necessary to study in spain
and perform travels throughout
europe.

Educational manager IHMGS School

www.ihmgs.net
info@ihmgs.net
Av. del Racó, 27, 46400, Cullera,
València (SPAIN)

International Hotel Management & Gastronomy School

info@ihmgs.net

